Abstract. We present a number of conjectures involving rook polynomials having only real zeros. Many of these generalize a previous conjecture of the author, K. Ono, and D. G. Wagner, namely that if A is a real n n matrix which is weakly increasing down columns, then the permanent of zA + Jn has only real zeros. In some cases these conjectures are motivated by factorization theorems for Ferrers boards. Special cases are shown to follow from a theorem of Szeg o. We also present a weighted version of the Poset Conjecture of enumerative combinatorics.
Introduction
LHS and RHS are abbreviations for left-hand-side and right-hand-side, respectively. As usual, N denotes the nonnegative integers, R the real numbers, and P the positive integers. If A is an n n matrix, the permanent of A, denoted per(A), is de ned as per(A) := X 2Sn a 1; (1) a 2; (2) a n; (n) :
Let J n denote the n n matrix of all ones, i.e. (J n ) i;j 1. Recently the author, K. Ono, and D.
G. Wagner made the following conjecture HOW]:
Monotone Column Permanent (MCP) Conjecture. Let A be a real n n matrix whose entries are weakly increasing down columns, i.e. a i;j a i+1;j . Then all of the roots of per(zA+J n ), viewed as a polynomial in z, are real.
Later we will use Newton's inequality HLP,p.52], which says that if Other inequalities satis ed by the coe cients were discovered by Aissen, Schoenberg, and Whitney ASW].
The MCP Conjecture has a natural interpretation in terms of rook theory. A placement of rooks on the squares of A is nonattacking if no two rooks are in the same column, and no two are in the same row. We de ne the weight of such a placement to be the product of the entries in A which are under the rooks, and we de ne the kth rook number r k (A) to be the sum of these weights over all nonattacking placements of k rooks on A. Furthermore by convention r 0 (A) := 1: When n = 2 these rook numbers are r 2 (A) = a 11 a 22 + a 12 a 21 ; r 1 (A) = a 11 + a 12 + a 21 + a 22 ; and r 0 (A) = 1. Clearly r n (A) is per(A). If each a ij is zero or one, then A is called a board, and r k (A) is the number of placements of k nonattacking rooks on the nonzero entries of A.
The hit polynomial T(z; A) of A is T(z; A) = n X k=0 k!r n?k (A)(z ? 1) n?k :
(1)
We denote the coe cient of z k in (1) by t k (A). If A is a board, then t k (A) is called the kth hit number, and equals the number of ways of placing n nonattacking rooks on A where exactly k rooks lie on nonzero entries KaRi] .
A Ferrers board is a board with the property that a ij = 1 =) a kp = 1 for 1 k i and j p n, i.e. all the entries of A to the right and above square (i; j) also equal 1. Ferrers boards satisfy a factorization theorem GJW] , where c i (A) denotes the number of ones in (the height of) the ith column of the Ferrers board A: It is easy to see that per((z ?1)A+J n ) = T(z; A). Hence the MCP Conjecture implies that the hit polynomials of boards which are weakly increasing down columns have only real zeros. This case was proven in HOW] as follows; by ipping these boards upside down, and permuting the columns (which doesn't change the rook numbers) appropriately, we can assume we are dealing with Ferrers boards. Now use (1) and the binomial theorem to rewrite the LHS of (2) as n X k=0 x + k n t k (A):
Finally, apply Brenti's Theorem Bre, p. 43] .
Theorem. (Brenti) Let f(x) = P n k=0 ? x+k n b k be a polynomial with all real zeros, with smallest root (f) and largest root (f). If all the integers in the intervals ; ?1] and 0; ] are also roots of f, then all the roots of P n k=0 b k x k are real. A matching in a graph G is a selection of edges no two of which are adjacent. If the graph has edge weights (real numbers assigned to the edges) then the weight of a matching is the product of the weights of the edges in the matching, and the kth matching number m k (G) is the sum of these weights over all matchings with k edges. Although it is usually de ned somewhat di erently, for our purposes we call In sections 2 and 3 we discuss two other factorization theorems. One involves generalized rook numbers which count cycles in digraphs, which were studied by Chung and Graham and also by Dworkin and Gessel ChGr] , Dwo], Ges1], Ges2]. Another is a recent result of Reiner and White ReWh] dealing with the matching numbers of graphs of shifted Ferrers shape. In both cases we show how the underlying factorization theorem motivates a conjecture involving arrays of real numbers which are weakly increasing in two directions. We prove a number of special cases of our conjectures, a representative of which (Corollary 4) is that if Note that transformation (c) follows from (a), (b), and (d).
Section 4 contains a q-analog of the MCP Conjecture, as well as a conjecture involving higherdimensional permanents. Nijenhuis Nie] proved that the rook polynomial P k z k r k (A) has only real zeros for any matrix A with nonnegative entries. This also follows from an earlier result of Heilmann and Lieb HeLi] , namely that the matchings polynomial of any simple graph with nonnegative, real edge-weights has only real zeros. The matchings polynomial reduces to the rook polynomial when the graph is bipartite. By Laguerre's transformation, if the hit polynomial has only real zeros then so does the rook polynomial, but not necessarily vice-versa. For more recent work on the Heilmann-Lieb Theorem see Wag3] . is the hit polynomial for the \Simon Newcomb board" KaRi] (see Fig. 2 ). This is the matrix where the entries in the rst v 1 columns are all zero, the next v 2 columns have ones in the top v 1 rows and zeros below, etc. These results led to the question of which boards have hit polynomials with only real zeros, and eventually to the MCP Conjecture.
Simion's result can also be viewed in the context of partially ordered sets.
De nition 1. ((P; !)-partition). Let P be a partially ordered set with n nodes. A labelling ! of P is a one to one function from f1; 2; :::; ng to the nodes of P. The labelling is called natural if
x < y in P =) !(x) < !(y). Fix an integer k; a surjective (P; !)-partition with largest part k is a surjective map from P onto f1; 2; : : : ; kg, subject to the constraint that for x; y 2 P, x < y =) (x) (y), with strict inequality whenever !(x) > !(y). Denoting the number of surjective (P; !)-partitions with largest part k by f k , the conjecture of Neggers and Stanley Bre], Neg], Wag1], Wag2], Gas] is that the E-polynomial E(P; w; z) := P k z k f k has only real zeros. If (P; !) is a disjoint union of naturally labelled chains of lengths v 1 ; : : : ; v m ; then (1 ? z) n E(P; !; z=(1 ? z)) equals the RHS of (3), which has only real roots by Simion's result.
This leads naturally to the question of whether there is a way of weighting (P; !) partitions by real numbers in such a way that the Poset Conjecture still holds. Consideration of the MCP Conjecture and the Simon Newcomb boards has resulted in the following method.
Let be a (P; !)-partition; for each 1 i k let B i be the \block" consisting of the labels of the nodes which get mapped to i by . If B i consists of labels b 1 < b 2 < < b t , de ne the weight of B i to be x bt;bt?1 x bt?1;bt?2 x b2;b1 . The weight of is then de ned to be wt( ) := Q i wt(B i ).
For example, if P is the labelled poset of Fig. 2 , (1) = (2) = (5) = 2 and (3) = (4) = 1, then wt( ) = x 4;3 x 5;2 x 2;1 . has only real roots. Here f k (X) is the weighted sum over all surjective (P; !)-partitions with largest part k.
In section 5 we prove that if P is a disjoint union of chains, then the Weighted Poset Conjecture is a special case of the MCP Conjecture. In section 6 we discuss computational evidence for our conjectures. x(x + 1) (x + k ? 1)r n?k (y; A)(z ? 1) n?k :
Note that T(1; 1; z; A) = T(z; A) and T(?x; y; 0; A) is (?1) n times the cover polynomial. If f and g are two polynomials of degree n with real zeros 1 2 : : : n and 1 2 : : :
n?1 , respectively, the roots of f and g are said to interlace if i i i+1 for 1 i n ? 1.
In this section we use the method of interlacing roots to show that T(x; y; z; A) has only real roots (as a polynomial in z) for various special choices of A, x, and y. The following observation, which occurs in Dwo] and EHR], will prove useful in the sequel. Observation 1. Let B be a Ferrers board whose nth column has height c n . LetB be the Ferrers board obtained by deleting the nth column of B. LetĈ be any placement of nonattacking rooks on the squares ofB. Then if c n n, there is exactly one square in the nth column of B which satis es a) is unnattacked by the rooks inĈ and b) the placement C consisting ofĈ union a rook on satis es cyc(C) = cyc(Ĉ) + 1. If c n < n, there is no such square. (8) which is exactly what we get by performing the di erentiation on the RHS of (5).
Lemma 2. Let The y = 1 case of Theorem 2 below, without the interlacing hypothesis, reduces to the a ij 2 f0; 1g case of the MCP Conjecture.
Theorem 2. Let A be the Ferrers board of Fig. 5 ; assume y > 0 and A is admissible. Then as a polynomial in z, T(y; y; z; A) has only real, nonpositive roots. All the roots are simple, except possibly a multilple root at 0. These roots are interlaced by those of T(y; y; z; A p ) for those p for which h p > 0. Proof : We proceed by induction on the number of roots of T(y; y; z; A). If T(y; y; z; A) is constant, then by Lemma 2, A p is unde ned for all p and Theorem 2 is vacuously true.
If deg(T (y; y; z; A)) = 1 then T(y; y; z; A p ) is constant. Either m = 1; p = 1; h 1 = 1, and d 1 = n, or m = 2, p=2, and for some 1 j < n, h 1 = 0; d 1 = n ? j; h 2 = 1; and d 2 = j. In the case m = 1 T(y; y; z; A) = (z ? 1)(y) n?1 (n ? 1 + y) + (y) n = (y) n z:
In the case m = 2, T(y; y; z; A) = (z ? 1)(y) n?1 j + (y) n :
This has a nonpositive root if and only if y j + 1 ? n, which follows since j is at most n ? 1 and y > 0. We now assume by induction that T(y; y; z; A p ) has l real nonpositive roots, with l > 0, and that these roots are distinct except possibly for a root, of multiplicity say , at zero. Writing T(y; y; z; A p ) as z F(z) and performing the di erentiation on the RHS of (5) we get T(y; y; z; A) = z (1 + x ? p + )F (z) + z +1 G(z)
for some polynomial G. Thus the order of the zero of T(y; y; z; A) at 0 is at least . Applying Rolle's Theorem to the RHS of (5) we get a root of T(y; y; z; A) between any two negative roots of T(y; y; z; A p ). Let be the smallest of the roots of T(y; y; z; A p ). If is zero, then by the x = y case of Lemma 2, at most one of the roots of T(y; y; z; A) is nonzero, thus all its roots must be real. The nonzero root, if it exists, cannot be positive since (9) implies T(y; y; z; A) is nonnegative if y > 0 and z > 0. Thus we can assume < 0. From the x = y case of (8), T(y; y; ; A) = (1 ? )T 0 (y; y; ; A p ) which has the opposite sign of T 0 (y; y; ; A p ) (recall T 0 (y; y; ; A p ) 6 = 0 since the negative roots are simple by the induction hypothesis). Note that the coe cient of the highest power of z in T(y; y; z; A) is (y) n?Max(A) r Max(A) (y; A), which is positive since y > 0, as is the coe cient of the highest power of z in T(y; y; z; A p ). Combining these observations with Lemma 2 easily leads to the conclusion that T(y; y; z; A) has a real root less than .
Let be the largest of the nonzero roots of T(y; y; z; A p ). For any negative root of T(y; y; z; A p ), (8) implies T(y; y; ; A) and T 0 (y; y; ; A p ) have opposite signs, which shows that between any two consecutive, negative roots of T(y; y; z; A p ), T(y; y; z; A) has an odd number of roots (counting multiplicity). Similarly there are an odd number of roots less than . We have already accounted for all the roots but one, which must therefore be real. Since we cannot have any positive roots, the last root must satisfy < 0.
Remark : The recurrence for T(x; y; z; A) from Lemma 1 is a generalization of a recurrence Simion used to prove the roots of (3) are real. has only real zeros.
Proof: Without loss of generality we can assume all the roots of h are simple. It su ces to prove the lemma under the assumptions that is not equal to any root of h(z) and > =x, since the general result then follows by continuity.
There are several cases to consider, depending on whether or not h(0) is zero, x is positive or negative, and whether ? is less than all the roots of h(z), between two consecutive, negative roots of h(z), or larger than all the negative roots of h(z). Since the same argument, with minor alterations, works in all the cases, we will prove only three of the cases in detail. w cn?1+1;n + : : : + w cn;n + x n (c n?1 + 1) if c n < n w cn?1+1;n + : : : + w cn;n + x n (c n?1 + y) if c n?1 n w cn?1+1;n + : : : + w cn;n + (y ? 1)w n;n + x n (c n?1 + 1) if c n n and c n?1 < n: Then all the roots of T(x; y; z; A), as a polynomial in z, are real, simple, and interlaced with those of T(x; y; z; A p ) for those p for which h p > 0. In case (a) all the roots are negative; in case (b) they are all greater than 1. Conjecture 1. Let A be a N n matrix of nonnegative real numbers, which are weakly increasing across rows and weakly decreasing down columns, i.e. a i;j a i;j+1 and a ij a i+1;j . Then if y > 0 and either (a) x > N ? 1 + y, (b) x < 1 ? n, or (c) x = y and N = n, then T(x; y; z; A) has only real roots.
The special case of Conjecture 1 where a ij 2 f0; 1g follows from Theorems 2 and 3.
Shifted Ferrers Shapes
De nition 6. A n n shifted Ferrers matrix is a strictly upper-triangular n n matrix of nonnegative real numbers which is weakly decreasing across rows and down columns, i.e. a ij a i;j+1 1 i < j n ? 1 and a ij a i+1;j 2 i + 1 < j n:
If in addition a ij 2 f0; 1g then A is called a stable graph on n vertices. In this case we let b i (A); 1 i n ? 1 denote the length of (the number of ones in) the ith row from the bottom of A (so that the top row of A has length b n?1 (A)). (11) Proof: Reiner and White's proof used induction. Here we include a combinatorial proof, along the lines of the proof of (2) in GJW], discovered by the author while he was visiting the University of Minnesota during January 1997. Replacing x by 2x and then dividing both sides of (11) 
has only real zeros.
Proof: This is the w ij 2 f0; 1g case of Theorem 6.
Corollary 4. Let P n k=0 b k z k be a polynomial with only real, nonpositive zeros, and let n=2] be the greatest integer less than or equal to n=2. has only real zeros.
Proof: Let e k (X) denote the kth elementary symmetric function in a set X of n nonnegative real numbers x 1 x 2 : : : x n . Then the a ij = x i x j case of (13) De nition 8. For p 2 P, we call an array A of the following shape a 1;2 (1) a 1;2 (2) : : : a 1;2 (p) a 1;3 (1) : : : a 1;3 (p) : : : a 1;n (1) : : : a 1;n (p) a 2;3 (1) : : : a 2;3 (p) : : : a 2;n (1) : : : a 2;n (p)
. . . . . . . . . a n?1;n (1) : : : a n?1;n (p) a \p-shifted Ferrers matrix" if A is weakly decreasing across rows and down columns, i.e. for all 1 i < j n, 1 k < m n, 1 s; t p, a i;j (s) a k;m (t) if k = i and m > j or if k = i; j = m, and t > s, or if j = m; t = s and k > i. Note Unfortunately, the author doesn't know of any natural combinatorial object counted by these rook placements if p > 1.
Higher-dimensional Permanents
Let A be a p-dimensional matrix of size n p , i.e. A := fa i1;::: ;ip ; 1 i j n; 1 j pg.
De ne the kth rook number of A to be the sum, over all placements of k nonattacking rooks on the \squares" of A, of the product of the entries of A containing the rooks. In fact, we will show there is a 1?1 relationship between m-tuples of sets of integers 1 ; 2 ; : : : m , j i j = d i ? j i , m i=1 i = f1; 2; : : : ; kg, and (P; !)-partitions with wt( ) = .
Given such a , start the construction of the corresponding by assigning the elements of 1 to chain 1 of P. This can be done in exactly one way; the part of which is generated by the rooks in the rst component of A determines which pairs of adjacent elements of chain 1 are assigned the same number. In addition, the values of are monotone nonincreasing as we go from node i to node i + 1, 1 i < d i . If our parameters were as in Example 2, we would now have assigned (1) through (5).
The part of generated by rooks in the rst d 1 ? 1 columns of the second component of A determines which integers have to be inserted into 2 before assigning these integers to chain 2.
For example, if y d1+1;j j for some j < d 1 , then we need to insert (j) into 2 . Now we assign values to chain 2 from the augmented set 2 by the same procedure used to assign values of to chain 1. The rooks in columns D 1 through D 2 ? 1 of the second component of A determine which adjacent elements of chain 2 are assigned equal values. For the third chain, the part of generated by the rooks in the rst D 1 ? 1 columns of A determine which values from 1 , and the part of generated by rooks in columns D 1 through D 2 ?1 of the third component of A determine which values from the augmented 2 , to insert into 3 before assigning these integers to chain 3.
The remaining rooks in the third component of A determine which adjacent nodes in chain 3 are assigned the same values by . Continuing in this way, we see that for each choice of there is exactly one way to construct so that wt( ) = .
Example 2. Let = y 32 y 43 y 65 y 74 y 87 y 11;1 y 11;8 , d = (6; 4; 3), k = 5, j 1 = 3; j 2 = 2; j 3 = 2, 1 = f3; 4; 6g, 2 = f1; 5g, 3 = f2g. Then the construction from the proof of Lemma 4 results in
(1) = 6; (2) = (3) = (4) = 4; (5) = (6) = 3; permutes the subscripts of the y ij to correspond to the new labelling !, and part (b) re ects the fact that nodes s and t cannot be assigned the same value by any (P; !)-partition if s < t and !(s) > !(t).
Lemma 5 implies that if (P; !) is a disjoint union of chains, the Weighted Poset Conjecture is a special case of the MCP Conjecture. The case where (P; !) is a disjoint union of strictly labelled chains, i.e. chains where s < t =) !(s) > !(t), follows unconditionally since in this case the matrix A(!) is totally contained below the main diagonal, and we can let x = y = 1 in Theorem 3. In the case where (P; !) is a disjoint union of points, this says that a weighted version of the Eulerian polynomials have only real roots. Of course, if the MCP Conjecture holds a much stronger result is true, since then the weight matrix need only be weakly increasing down columns, not constant down columns.
Computational Evidence
All of our conjectures have been tested using Maple. Conjectures 1 and 2 and the q-MCP Conjecture have been veri ed for over 50,000 matrices each, of various sizes ranging from 3 3 to 9 9. The Weighted Poset Conjecture has been checked using J. Stembridge's Poset Maple Package. For each naturally labelled, connected poset with at most 7 nodes, the conjecture has been veri ed for at least 10 weight matrices. For several randomly chosen posets, it has been checked for several thousand matrices.
